
Reduce Expensive Product Development
You can extend and Enhance enterprise applications such as
CRM, BPM and COTS packages by easily and seamlessly
embedding WebMaker within existing application screens.
WebMaker produces ‘thin’ web applications, comprising
XHTML, JavaScript and CSS, providing WebMaker
applications with unlimited reach into enterprise
applications, remote services and SaaS and PaaS platforms.

Increase productivity and
reduce costs by 63%
WebMaker is an affordable product that can provide a
multi‐fold increase in productivity for your development
and integration projects with associated reduction in cost
of maintenance. WebMaker can be used to produce
consistent and better engineered applications that are
standards‐based and easier to maintain, with the agility to
keep pace with rapidly changing business models.
Protect existing investments by accessing
Enterprise Systems and Data
You can use WebMaker’s powerful service integration
capabilities to access existing enterprise systems. These
systems can be used to compose compelling web
applications, including the creation of new composite
applications based on existing data, protecting your
valuable investments. This approach can provide significant
savings compared to the replacement option.

WebMaker is a code‐free RAD Platform for
Enterprise Web2.0 and Cloud applications.
Use WebMaker's drag‐and‐drop Studio with
a range of Palettes to create Rich and
Accessible applications and publish them
on‐premise or cloud using a single click.
WebMaker combines the Speed and Simplicity of forms tools
with the Power of bespoke development. Web applications
can be composed by harnessing web services and data
sources without the need for coding. This uniquely empowers
Web Developers and Power Users to create end‐to‐end
service‐oriented web applications without the need for
Scripting, J2EE™ or .NET™ programming skills.
Organisations are using our product to deliver web based
applications such as:

•Self‐Service Websites ‐ Dynamic data driven accessible
Web Applications and eForms

•Enterprise Web 2.0 Mashups ‐ Rich, AJAX‐based high
transaction internal solutions

•Contact Centre Automation ‐ Seamless integration of
CRM, Case Management, BPM or Human Workflow
solutions with existing Line of Business COTS packages

•Application Modernisation ‐ Develop on‐demand
applications by consuming multiple legacy systems

WebMaker has a unique, codeless approach for capturing,
processing, and presenting information, that integrates
multiple transactional services and data sources in real time.
WebMaker dramatically simplifies the development of Rich
Internet Applications for Enterprise Web 2.0 and Cloud.



Easily Integrate your IT Landscape
WebMaker is a RAD Platform for the composition and
deployment of Enterprise Web 2.0 applications from SOA
Services. Using WebMaker you can quickly access your
enterprise systems and data to build truly engaging web
applications.

•Integrate with SaaS and PaaS environments, including
Salesforce.com® and Oracle® CRM On Demand

•Integrate and extend BPM solutions and WorkFlow,
including BEA® Aqualogic® and HandySoft BizFlow®

•Integrate and extend CRM and CMS applications, including
Oracle®, Lagan® and MicroSoft® SharePoint

•In fact, you can rapidly compose web applications from
any standard Web Service or SQL data source

•Encourage Rapid prototyping and iterative development,
enabling end‐user involvement at a very early stage

•Use proven visual integration adapters for a wide range of
public sector applications, including Revenues and
Benefits systems from Northgate iWorld and Capita
Academy, Housing systems from Northgate iWorld,
Environmental Services from Mayrise™, GIS, Streetscene
and Gazetteer Services from Pitney Bowes MapInfo®
including Confirm®, Envinsa® & Stratus solutions as well
as CAPS Uniform

Fast and Easy Development
Using a model‐driven development approach WebMaker can
automate many of the mundane development tasks
associated with traditional development tools and
frameworks. This makes the development process easy and
more accessible to a wider range of Web Application
Developers, providing:

•Automatic creation of web service proxies (provides
interactions with SOA services)

•Automatic generation of web pages
•Bi‐directional data binding between XHTML and XML
•Automatic creation of content‐activated validation rules,
providing quick and easy conditional behaviour, based on
client and server‐side decisions

•Accelerated development through native XML and AJAX
compatibility, with plug‐in capability for rich controls
including maps, graphs and a wide range of third party
controls

Using WebMaker’s graphical drag‐and‐drop design studio you
can compose applications and deploy them for execution
without the need for complex build, compilation and
deployment processes.

Develop Standards‐based, flexible and
accessible applications with AJAX support
WebMaker produces standards‐based web applications that
comply with W3C, Section 508 and WAI Accessibility
standards. Unlike many RAD tools, WebMaker provides
declarative, native XML rules‐based orchestration and
service composition capabilities. This can be used for data
validation, screen orchestration, service orchestration,
information composition and general‐purpose business logic
development, ensuring productivity without compromising
flexibility.
You can also develop AJAX applications without the need for
programming knowledge. WebMaker also enables you to
access a range of UI Controls from third party widgets,
including Dojo, JQuery, Prototype, Google™ and Yahoo®.

About Hyfinity
Hyfinity’s mission is to simplify the development of Enterprise Web 2.0
applications by automating mundane development tasks and reusing readily
available information models. This is achieved through its declarative service
composition technology that can be used to build Web Applications quickly
and easily.
Hyfinity has worldwide OEM agreements with partners and we work with our
customers and partners to ensure solutions are designed and developed
rapidly without compromising quality and scalability.To learn more you can
download a free copy of WebMaker and develop applications in a matter of
minutes. Please contact us at www.hyfinity.com if you wish to discuss your
specific project requirements.
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